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Measure for Measure is the Shakespeare play with
great contemporary significance. The decadence of Renais-
sance Vienna—lax sexual morality, corrupt officials, and a
faulty judicial system—are all comparable to problems in the
modern realm. However, Measure for Measure is one of
Shakespeare's more controversial works because of its in-
tensely sexual nature. While intercourse in itself does not
make an appearance in the play, human sexuality and the
consequences of sex are of paramount importance. The
women in the play are defined by their sexual roles—wife,
maiden, widow, or prostitute. The men are less constrained
and more likely to follow their sexual impulses and to view
women's sexuality as corrupt and contaminated. The Duke,
Angelo, and Lucio all display misogynistic qualities; this
sexism has carried over into critical interpretation of the fe-
male characters, particularly Isabella, whom male critics tend
to view as a temptress or a saint, while female critics refrain
from categorizing Isabella on the basis of her chastity. This
critical dichotomy stems from a misconception of the source
of Isabella's sexuality, the tendency to assign blame to one
character, and natural human bias.
Misogyny is a basic component of the actions and
words of Measure for Measure's male characters: Lucio, the
Duke/Friar, and Angelo. Lucio "s incessant commentary draws
attention to his derogatory attitude toward women. He
speaks to women and of women as if they are mere play-
things. This attitude is made apparent in Lucio's greeting to
Isabella—"Hail virgin, if you be," which is couched in sexual
terms (I,iv, 16). Lucio, well aware that he is speaking with a
pure woman informs Isabel of his tendency to play false with
women in order to gratify his desires. He tells her.
'tis my familiar sin
with maids to seem the lapwing and to jest
Tongue far from heart, play with all virgins so
(Liv; 3 1 3 ) .
Lucio further demonstrates his basic disregard for women
and their feelings when he tells the Friar, in a very offhand
manner, about his affair with Kate Keepdown. He readily
admits mat he used her for his own pleasure and disappeared
when he learned of her pregnancy. The final and perhaps
most telling indication of his disrespect for women is his
reaction to being ordered to marry a prostitute. He tells the
Duke that marrying a prostitute is "pressing to death, whip-
ping, and hanging" (V,i, 517-8).
The Duke's misogynistic qualities stern from a de-
sire to dominate women. First, the Duke, disguised as a Friar
extracts confessions of a sexual nature from Juliet, Isabella.
and Mariana (McCandless 85). He informs Juliet that al-
though her affair with Claudio was mutually consensual, she
bears a "sin of a heavier kind than his" (U. iii; 28). The Duke
voyeuristically eavesdrops on Isabella's conversation to
Claudio, learns of Angelo's actions, and instead of revealing
himself, he arranges the swapping of Isabel's body for
Mariana's—a very sexually charged bit of trickery for a friar
to suggest to a religious novice. Similarly the Duke knows
that Angelo was unfaithful to his engagement to Mariana
and still appoints him deputy, and then feels no qualms about
suggesting pre-marital sex to Mariana—the very thing he
condemned so harshly in Juliet. The Duke then condemns,
in public, the sexual conduct of Isabella and Mariana—con-
duct that he orchestrated. He humiliates both women in or-
der to achieve his own ends—namely to reveal Angelo as a
villain. The Duke, like Lucio, also classifies women accord-
ing to their sexual histories. He tells Mariana that if she is
"neither maid, widow, nor wife" then she is nothing (V,i, 177-
8). Finally, the best evidence of his misogyny is his punish-
ment of Angelo and Lucio with marriage (McCandless 118).
With this action the Duke creates an unspoken equation of
marriage, and loss of male autonomy, with harsh punishment,
and in Lucio's case, a fate worse than death.
Angelo, like the Duke, enjoys dominating women,
but does it in such a way that his reputation remains stain-
less. He always addresses Isabella in private, and when she
refuses to sleep with him and threatens to tell the world about
his true nature, he asks her, "Who will believe tliee, Isabel?"
(II,iv, 154). After all, Isabel is a mere woman with no power of
her own except her pristine reputation, and Angelo has the
same reputation for purity and the full weight of the law and
the Duke's endorsement behind him. Angelo indicates in
several speeches that he equates sex and women with impu-
rity. He speaks of Juliet in harsh terms, referring to her as the
"fornicatress" and telling the Provost to "dispose of her" as
if she is little more than refuse (II, ii; 17,23). Angelo makes it
very clear that the reason he is attracted to Isabel is her level
of purity, which sets her far above all other women. He says.
Never could the strumpet
With all her double vigor, art and nature,
Once stir my temper (II,ii, 183-5).
Angelo's disregard for women and his rabid protection of his
reputation is also evident in his treatment of Mariana. He
refuses to marry her when her dowry is lost, but in order to
hide his greed, he tells the world that she has been unfaithful,
and that is why he will not marry her.
The disrespectful attitudes of Lucio, Angelo, and
the Duke are extremely important in Measure for Measure
because they shape the lives and help to color perceptions
of the play's female characters. As Marcia Reifer so elo-
quently put it. Measure for Measure "exposes the dehuman-
izing effect on women of living in a world dominated by pow-
erful men who would like to recreate womanhood according
to their fantasies" (168). Isabella, in particular,
bears the brunt of the misogyny in the play. Despite all the
evidence of Angelo's bad character, he is often ignored, while
Isabella is vilified as an evil seductress. Isabella's chastity is
often a central issue, she is likely to fall into one of two
categories: saint or whore. Female critics do take an interest
in Isabel's chastity, but they do not use it as a tool to classify
her. Instead, female critics recognize her as a flawed human
being and not a paragon of virtue or exemplar of villainy.
Isabella has been charged with being frigid, ma-
nipulative and heartless by some male critics, and vehemently
defended as a saint and the epitome of virtue by others.
Either way, those critics who are most rabid in their opinions
of Isabel are generally male and tend to ignore other charac-
ters—Angelo in particular. For instance, R.W. Chambers as-
serts that Isabel is entirely pure of heart and very near a saint
of earth. Chambers touts the "nobility of Isabella" in her
rigid determination not to surrender her virginity, even when
faced with the death of her brother (Chambers 106).
David Stevenson takes the opposite (and more com-
mon) male view of Isabella as a merciless seductress. He rails
on Isabel as an example of moral vanity because of the pride
she derives from being virtuous, but does not apply the same
criticism to Angelo. He also insists that Isabel has somehow
sullied her virtue by helping Mariana. Stevenson glosses
over the grotesque mistakes of Angelo—particularly his
speedy "execution" of Claudio (actually Ragozine) to pre-
vent Claudio from discovering the loss of Isabel's virtue and
taking revenge. Stevenson ends his criticism with the asser-
tion that through Isabel the "characterization of female inno-
cence and purity is made to appear in the guise of a heartless
shrew" (Stevenson 75).
Hugh Richmond also points to Isabella as the pri-
mary reason for Angelo's fall from grace. Richmond goes so
far as to say that Isabella admitted she "helped corrupt
Angelo into his attempt to debauch her" (155). Isabella was
moved by mercy and forgiveness to say,
I partly think
A due sincerity govern'd his deeds
Till he did look on me (V,i, 441-3).
The statement is a testament to Isabel's goodness, not an
admonition of guilt. Richmond glosses over Angelo's utter
lack of self-control and maturity. Angelo is supposed to be a
leader among men, and while it is fine for him to be tempted
by Isabel, it crosses a hue to proposition her and then threaten
to torture her brother when he is rejected. Angelo does, in
fact admit that Isabel is not to blame for his attraction to
her—"The tempter or the tempted, who sins most?/ Not she,
nor doth she tempt" (II,ii, 163-5).
David McCandless attempts to write with a feminist
focus, but still falls into the trap ofblaming Isabel for Angelo's
lust. He says, "she makes him alone bear the burden of the
lust she arouses" (McCandless 83). This sounds almost as if
McCandless expects Isabella to capitulate to Angelo's de-
mands simply because he has them and because she excited
them, albeit unconsciously. McCandless continues on to
assert that Isabella is actually attracted to Angelo and Angelo
tries to seduce her because "Men corrupt women because
women are corruptible, receptive as well as vulnerable to
sexual use" (95). McCandless ignores the fact that Isabel
resists being corrupted and is not in the least receptive to
Angelo's advances. However, McCandless does bring up
the idea of Lucio sexualizing Isabella which is a primary cause
of the male critical belief that Isabel is to blame for Angelo's
advances (99).
Female criticism of Isabella is more restrained than
either male praise or criticism. Female critics generally vindi-
cate Isabel of the temptress label, but they also acknowledge
her faults and attempt to examine her and Angelo in a
nonbiased manner. For instance, Katherine Maus points out
Angelo's lack of comprehension of the difference between
the "realm of intention" or contemplating but not doing, and
the "realm of execution," or actually carrying the tiling out.
Maus cites Angelo's faulty logic in his example of the robber
who did not get caught serving on a jury. Angelo proves that
he does not understand the line between contemplation and
execution, because the robber on the jury actually committed
the crime, he just did not get caught. Maus also suggests
that while Isabella is the object of Angelo's desire, he is
aroused not because she flaunts her body, but because she
conceals it. Angelo says,
These black enshield masks
Proclaim an enshield beauty ten times louder
Than beauty could, displayed (II,iv, 79-81).
However, Maus acknowledges that Isabella's harsh condem-
nation of anyone who threatens her virginity, both Angelo
and Claudio, is not "endearing" (202).
Marcia Reifer and Barbara Baines assert that Isabella
defends her virtue so vehemently because her "power, place,
and value in society are so determined by her chastity that its
forfeiture would constitute...a form of social and psycho-
logical suicide" (Baines 83). This thesis is supported by the
attitude of men toward women in Measure for Measure, par-
ticularly their desire to classify' women by sexual history.
Reifer states that the character arc of Isabel takes her from an
"articulate independent woman" in the play's beginning to
"a shadow of her former self on her knees to male authority"
by the play's end. However, Reifer, like the male critics who
pardon Angelo, is now being easy on Isabella. Although
Isabella stands up to Angelo during their encounters, much
of what she says comes at the urging of Lucio. Reifer's
assertion that Isabel becomes the Duke's puppet is faulty
because Isabella chose to take part in the bed-trick, and had
no other plan. Isabella tells the Duke, "I have spirit to do
anything that appears not foul in the truth of my spirit" (111,1.
203). Finally, Reifer fails to see the mercy that Isabella shows
at the end of the play, not just to Angelo, but also to Mariana.
Isabel on her knees paints a powerful picture of her true
nature as a Christian, and forgiving because of it, and friend
to Mariana who begs her help. These three female critics do
not focus on Isabel's chastity as a measure of her worth as
the male critics are prone to do. but see chastity as the source
of Isabel's power.
The critical dichotomy in Measure for Measure
stems from three sources—a misconception of the source of
Isabella's sexuality, the tendency to assign blame to one char-
acter, and natural human bias. Human bias is the first prob-
lem in reading Measure for Measure. As Maus suggests,
"complete self-display before God or others ironically or in-
evitably invites accusations of hypocrisy" (204). In other
words, no one is completely transparent, and if someone
pretends to be, they must have a secret. This essential facet
of human nature works against Isabel. Despite the fact she
continually demonstrates her commitment to remaining pure,
her motives are called into question because she seems to
good to be true. Isabella can, at times protest her innocence
too much, but that does not prove an attempt to seduce
Angelo. For instance, she seems to be currying favor when
she tells the Nun that she desires "a more strict restraint"
despite the fact that the order she is entering is notoriously
strict (I,iv, 4). However, Isabel may be demonstrating her true
religious fervor. It is troublesome that she tells Angelo that
the vice she despises above all others is fornication. Murder
and rape are much greater offenses to most people. How-
ever, Isabel's chastity is her greatest treasure and in fact she
will place it above her brother's life—"More than our brother
is our chastity" (III,i, 185). Isabel is also condemned be-
cause she takes so long to tell Claudio what can save his life.
While many male critics cite this as evidence of her cruelty, it
is plausible that she is embarrassed at what has happened,
and that because of her recent encounters with men she does
not trust them. She seems to take her time in order to reas-
sure herself that Claudio will not ask her to fulfill Angelo's
desires. She reiterates the horror of Angelo's request—''a
devilish mercy., .that will free your life,/ But fetter you till
death", "such a one as, you consenting to't/ Would bark
your honor from that trunkyou bear" (IH,i, 65-7,73-4). Isabella's
involvement in the bed-trick with Mariana is also used as
evidence of her lack of commitment to religion, but Isabel
does not have sexual relations with anyone, and agrees to
help Mariana because she is engaged to Angelo and still
loves him. Finally, the Duke's proposal to Isabel is consid-
ered proof of her sexual desires—however, the Duke's offer
("What's mine is yours, and what is yours is mine") is never
actually accepted by Isabella, though many critics assume
that it is (V,i, 532).
Second, the sexual nature of Isabella's person and
speech is not provided by anything she says or does, but
rather what Lucio, the Duke and Angelo say and do. The
sexual nature of Isabel becomes an aspect of the play even
before she makes her first appearance in the flesh. Claudio
tells Lucio that in Isabel "There is a prone and speechless
dialect,/ Such as move men" (I,ii, 178-9). As David
McCandless paraphrases Claudio, "Isabella, or more precisely,
her body, speaks sex" (96). However, it is no fault of Isabel's
that she is attractive, and it certainly does not mean that she
is guilty of trying to tempt men. The sexualization of Isabel
continues with the appearance of Lucio. When Isabel goes
to plead with Angelo, Lucio comments continuously in very
sexually connotative language. He tells her, "Kneel down
before him. hang upon his gown;/ You are too cold" (ILii. 44-
5). This puts a little more fire in Isabel, but the sexual charge
stems from Lucio. Once Isabel starts to make good points,
Lucio says, "Ay, touch him", which is very physical and then
later "0, to him, to him, wench.. .He's coming" (II, ii, 124-5).
Tin's comment is blatantly sexual, and while it refers to the
climax of the argument between Angelo and Isabel, it is also
suggestive of sexual climax. Similarly, the Duke suggests the
bed-trick to Isabella—an idea that puts her in a very sugges-
tive situation. It is Isabella's decision to take part in it, but
the original plan is not hers.
Finally, there is tendency among critics to read the
play too narrowly and to make one character the personifica-
tion of evil and the other the personification of good.
Measure for Measure is not a play, winch permits that sort of
moral absolutism. The critics who took the middle ground in
the debate over Isabel and Angelo—Louis Auchincloss who
viewed Isabella as enormously funny because she takes her-
self so seriously and Mario Digangi who is more caught up in
the pregnancy and abortion imagery of the play than the
good and evil debate—get closer to the heart of the matter.
While Isabella is not perfect, she is no temptress. She can be
unnecessarily harsh, as is seen in her confrontation of Claudio
and self-satisfied at times, but she is not to blame for Angelo's
downfall. Angelo, on the other hand, has evil motives. He
propositions a religious novice, threatens to torture her brother
when she refuses him, leaves his fiance when she loses her
dowry and chalks his fickleness up to infidelity on her part.
He breaks his deal with Isabella and actually moves up
Claudio's execution date once he has what he wants. Isabella
calls him a "murderer, adulterous thief', and a "virgin viola-
tor." (V,i, 38-41). If Angelo had actually killed Claudio after
making love to Isabel, he would be considered nothing less
than evil in the flesh. However, his plans are undermined and
Isabella and Mariana both forgive him. Angelo, in his de-
fense, feels remorse for his actions. He says,
Would he yet have lived.
Alack, when once our grace we have forgot.
Nothing goes right; we would and we would not
( I V , i v . 3 1 - 3 ) .
The combination of Angelo's guilty conscience and the mercy
of Isabel, Mariana and the Duke make it difficult to crucify
Angelo from the critical standpoint. Isabel and Angelo both
have flaws and neither should be held up as a saint.
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As Cupid's Arrows Fall: Sexual Growth, Abuse, and Coping in Phillips' Front the
Devotions and Carson's Autobiography of Red
Derek Mong '04
"I am that queer monster the artist, an obstinate
finality, an inexhaustible sensibility."
-Henry James
Children are innocent, adolescents less so, adults
downright weathered. Well at least that's the convenient
model for the convenience of thought. However, in reality no
one fits this block logic and aging remains as particular as
fingerprint. Between the child and the adult, we can count on
change, but little else. Puberty and society both play a role.
The final outcome? A new person with experiences ripe for
the writing. Salinger told us this much and then told us no
more, prompting Mailer to brand him, "the greatest writer to
never leave prep school". Joyce wove a similar tale for the
Irish Catholic, before Fitzgerald sold it to white bourgeois.
Eventually Plath feminized the story. To this day, the
bildungsroman remains one of fiction's most vital and sal-
able genres.
And yet what of poetry and (its faithful subject) the
purely erotic? What of the gay youth whose sexual growing
pains eclipse Holden's split psyche or Daedelus' Catholic
guilt? We find the answers in two unlikely sources: Carl
Phillips and Anne Carson. Both poets depict, in their respec-
tive book, gay youths negotiating sexuality with their abu-
sive partners. And yet both avoid any categorization that
would pin them to a poetic movement or type. Carl Phillips, in
particular, comments that, "I've been surprised to see how
what, for me, are the incidentals of identity have sometimes
been forced into a political arena charged with gender, race,
and sexuality" (Rowell 204). Phillips isn't a "gay poet", but
simply a poet who happens to be gay. The poem precedes
the pulpit. Carson's no different, but her stance as a straight
female rarely elicits that same sort of branding. Neverthe-
less, their depictions of sexual growth remain emotive and
true. We attribute this feat not only to their poetic skill but to
a universality of experience. Gay or straight, there's no easy
answer to burgeoning sexuality.
On the surface Phillips' From the Devotions and
Carson's The Autobiography of Red remain an unlikely pair.
Phillips collects autonomous poems spoken through hushed
and varied voices. Carson's louder, more comical, and driven
to sequence through prose-like narration. This difference in
style, purpose, and form affects their treatment of sexual
growth and abuse. I'll begin with Phillips who explores early
sexuality through three distinct lenses: wounding, instinct,
and initiation. Poems like"Alba: Innocence," "Honey Hush,"
and "Arcadia" reveal, and then attempt to explain, a dark
connection between the young Eros and pain. Child abuse
becomes central to my reading. Carson, in her own unortho-
dox way, tackles up these same issues within a different con-
text. Appropriating Greek myth, Carson writes a story of
passion and abuse, though she concludes with healing. Be-
cause Reefs a novel in verse, she's drawn to a certain narra-
narration. This difference in style, purpose, and form affects
their treatment of sexual growth and abuse. I'll begin with
Phillips who explores early sexuality through three distinct
lenses: wounding, instinct, and initiation. Poems like "Alba:
Innocence," "Honey Hush," and "Arcadia" reveal, and
then attempt to explain, a dark connection between the young
Eros and pain. Child abuse becomes central to my reading.
Carson, in her own unorthodox way, tackles up these same
issues within a different context. Appropriating Greek myth,
Carson writes a story of passion and abuse, though she con-
cludes with healing. Because Red"s a novel in verse, she's
drawn to a certain narrative completion left open by Phillips.
Namely, she provides Geryon with photography, a doubly
creative and therapeutic gesture. Carson thus answers both
her protagonist's whimpers as well as the voices whispering
From the Devotions. Geryon survives as that "queer mon-
ster the artist."
I'll begin with Phillips' "Alba: Innocence," a poem
which presents the body in its primary state, the erotic equiva-
lent of tabula rusa. Phillips makes specific his subject matter
when he writes, "the 'Innocence' alba has more to do, it
seemed to me, with childhood innocence, that stage of vul-
nerability, etc" (Dykes 7). Appearing early in the book (page
five), this poem sets the stage for subsequent poems about
abuse. "Honey Hush" and "Arcadia" begin when innocence
fades, or according to "Alba: Innocence", as "beauty, / when
it occurs, surprises even itself' (lines 16-17). Phillips intends,
with this poem, to show that one's initial lack of sexuality
doesn't equate to emptiness, but instead to potential, a thirst
for bodies and, as Phillips will have it, also pain. "Therefore it
is innocence. Therefore/ a capacity for suffering" (lines 21-
22). This information doesn't emerge until stanza six, and we
attribute its placement to the poem's backwards narration.
One can't fully grasp the innocent until they've peeled away
the experience layered over top. Those layers are not always
attractive, as we find in the poem's most potent image: "a
bruise/ lifting itself over time from the darker/ blues to, slowly,
something like amber,/ to at last whatever, before the wound-
ing,/ the flesh was" (lines 10-14): an image so frighteningly
gorgeous it threatens to outshine its thematic punch. Phillips
writes wounding on par with satiated desire, and thus re-
veals a theme that will continue throughout "The Living",
his book's first section. "I should mention that behind...
most of the poems that make up the first half of that first
section of the book, is the notion of abuse, of children in
particular," (Dykes 3).
Phillips continues, searching for analogies to that
"flesh before/or without knowledge" (lines 14-15). We're
given three: song untrained, meat, and good soil wanting
(they appear in lines 16 and 19). Each comparison adds
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another interpretive layer to innocence as it asks for some-
tiling to affect die untouched flesh, to fill the "capacity for
suffering." The flesh as ''song untrained", for example, in-
vokes Whitman's "I Sing the Body Electric" and the rich
homoeroticism we associate with his verse. Meat, however,
infers hunger, another bodily desire Phillips often equates to
sexual need (for other examples see "The Blue Castrate,"
section n. line 14 or "In the Borghese Gardens" lines 15-16).
Finally, when "good soil waits" it waits for something, namely
seed. That metaphor implies spring farmland before plant-
ing, but also seeds of the loin: semen. If one reads these
analogies as I have, then its obvious that the flesh without
knowledge beacons another man. Thus Phillips' primary
sexual stage doesn't present itself as blank canvas, but as
flesh waiting and wanting other flesh, perhaps before its even
aware of what it's asking. Pain and wounding will inevitably
follow.
A question, however, remains: what compels the
wanting, on both the adolescent's side, and his (solicited or
unsolicited) partner? This seems pivotal to Phillips' explora-
tion of early sexuality and the repercussions of abuse. The
poet has said, "I believe that there are, for lack of a less wom-
to-the-bone term, forces— the erotic, of course, also the vio-
lent, also trust..." which the ancients considered akin to grav-
ity or wind (Dyke 10). Along similar lines (though more nar-
rowly defined), may be the term instinct, and I believe Phillips
wrote "Honey Hush" with this word in mind.
One glance at "Honey Hush" reveals two distinct
visual characteristics at play: 1) The opening use of italics
juxtaposed with its plain font response and 2) a division be-
tween sections. This is a good point with which to a form a
reading. Phillips explains the first characteristic when he
writes, "the italics often [serve] as the voice of somebody
dead, or of a deity, or of no one identifiable except as another
part of the narrative self by whom the poem is being primarily
laid out" (Rowell 213). His first two possibilities apply to
Devotions' later sections, leaving "another part of the narra-
tive self' the source for this frightening voice-.
It will be as if: fur. As if trust
could be fur. Imagine,
bees coat the sugar body
That is yours...
see how your body hums?
Say you love them. Now. You must
say you love them... (lines 1-7)
In these lines Phillips speaks as the actual abuser, the man (or
woman) pressing himself or herself against the child. (It's
important to note that this poem does not specify sex or
sexuality, though we generally conceptualize men molesting
boys, a model Phillips uses in "Arcadia" and "Alba: Come").
The abuser tries to persuade the child into the sexual un-
known, while also easing his discomfort through explana-
tion. The aggressor begins by equating fur to trust, a logical
connection for any child who owns a teddy bear. He then
compliments the child's "sugar body" and tells him to expect
a new sensation: "see how your body hums?" The voice
ends with forceful words that demand the child's love, a love
the child can barely explain, though he attempts to do so in
the following lines: "I could love the bees,/ and neither mind
nor be surprised/ by their weight, slow as drones/ and as
deliberate, upon me" (lines 10-13). The bees and the weight
represent that man consummating his perverse desires.
The second, more narrative section of this poem
stands in stark contrast to the first and initially yields few
links to its companion. Again we find children who "make of
their small hands small binoculars" as well as some words
that remind us of section one (line 19). They are weighs (line
23 and 27), persuasion (line 28), and a phrase I'll highlight for
its overall importance: "Their instinct is that they [the deer]
need more; and that, here,/ they will find it" (lines 16-17). But
how do these pieces explain child abuse? We begin with the
narrative, deer crossing a channel in search of something left
intentionally vague, the it-they-need-more-of. What remains
important is their reason: instinct, an animal urge programmed
into existence. This instinct necessitates their crossing and
drowning, and through his diction Phillips equates that
drowning to the preceding voice of the abuser. Asking a
question we often pose to unthinkable crimes Phillips writes,
"How else understand it,/ this swimmer, that one, there and
then/ not, except as when sometimes the body/ meets a weight
sudden, unlocked for,/ and large, the way persuasion is
large—" (lines 24-28). The description of drowning, a weight
placed on the deer, a weight large like persuasion, matches
the child's description of his aggressor's body pressed upon
him. The deer find this weight through instinct, and thus
we're led to believe the aggressor is driven to his sex acts for
the same reason. In the author's own words, "we can think of
the abuser as someone who is very much in the service of-
if not in thrall to - Eros gone awry" (Dykes 3).
This subtle connection between abuse and instinct
raises questions I've no doubt Phillips himself has asked.
What would it mean if child abusers acted on instinct, were
acting according to their nature? Do we side with Nietzsche
when he writes, "All naturalism in morality, that is, all healthy
morality, is ruled by an instinct" (27)? Phillips certainly does
not agree with instinctual living, condone child abuse, or
pardon its perpetrators (a point he's made apparent in inter-
views). Nevertheless instinct may explain the aggressor with-
out justifying lu's behavior. The moral question's left unan-
swered in the poems, though Phillips expects us to ask it.
The poem following "Honey Hush" expands this theme, but
provides instinct and complicity on both sides of an abusive
relationship. I'll label this stage initiation.
Phillips describes "Arcadia" as an "inflected col-
lage" or a sequence assembled through "disparate sources
[brought] together as one" (Rowells 213). Though hardly
disparate, "Arcadia's" narrative does reflect (as Phillips as-
serts) the inflected language used throughout the book, a
style that forces the reader "to adjust one's psychology, one's
sense of expectation" (213). Perhaps the most cohesive col-
lage. "Arcadia" tracks the sexual growth of a gay farmhand
across four distinct stages. The poem's broader trope is
horse taming, a comparison Phillips makes to the boy's sexual
initiation/abuse. And it is a horse Phillips begins with: "The
horse does not drink, but I am sure/ he is wanting" (sec. I,
lines 1-2). Two elements, not uncommon to this book, must
be made immediately apparent: the voice and the thirst.
Phillips begins this poem speaking as one of the boy's co-
workers. This experienced lover looks to train the next gen-
eration of both horses and farm boys. The language infers
this double meaning. "His body like mine./ in places: what
would, but does not" (lines 5-6). It's not just a horse that
won't drink, but a boy not yet aware of sexuality. We've
previously seen Phillips equate hunger/thirst with sexual
desire, so this comparison comes as no surprise. Thus when
the speaker ends the poem with "bring him to me" he's figu-
ratively commanding the boy to join him in sex acts. The
conceit remains gorgeous throughout its frightening impli-
cations, especially considering the re-imagined cliche under-
lying it all: you can lead a horse to water but you can 'tmake
him drink. The older man intends to prove this maxim wrong.
In section two. "He is a Lover of Horses," the older
farmhands tempt the boy and then leave him to question his
mistaken sexual conduct. The boy's first problem? "He does
not know the difference between the smell/ of his body and
the hay it has always been/ lu's one job to carry. He does not
know the difference/ between horses and men" (lines 2-5).
When the boy offers the men hay, they repay him with a
"grief that he knows/ when they leave him" (lines 7-8). If
there's a moral question here it remains murky. Both horse
and man act upon instinct, pleasuring themselves with the
boy. The boy complies while remaining confused. The pain
he feels when the older men leave encourages him to bring
them a body and not hay. This is their intention and just
another part of the initiation.
Section three builds on this further, positing mas-
turbation as the next step towards sexual freedom. "The one
hand down his pants is not- however/ mathematic- a proof,
but feels good" (lines 3-4). This solitary pleasure gives the
boy enough confidence to continue despite previous set-
backs. No man accompanies him, leaving self-stimulation his
one and only goal. He ends with confidence and an eroticism
blooming like spring: "The field that contains him is a wide
one/.... He is sure he is the one flower in it" (lines 7-9).
After experiencing these stages, the boy can now
complete the process by sleeping with one man. "This one-
done, but still stiff- is a dark/ weight upon him, that stays,
groaning/whispering/ baby andpie" (lines 2-4). Remnants
of "Honey Hush" linger (the sexual partner as weight, the
child as sweetness), positioning this older farmhand as just
another sexual aggressor. Furthermore, Phillips titles this
section "The Taming" directly equating the sex with horse
training. The other farmhands have finally initiated and trained
the boy; he's ready to receive other men. However, one can't
deny the beauty written into these lines. Phillips describes
the boy's partner as "not like the others, who say nothing
and leave/ soon" (line 1-2). Though perhaps not an equal.
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the older farmhand remains after climaxing, and seems to have
approached the boy with his permission. The description of
orgasm diould also be noted for its warmth: "the sun maybe,
maybe buried inside me" (line 8). Finally, a quick tally of line
numbers reveals the poem's form: an unrhymed sonnet, the
volte placed at the boy's climax. These contrasting depic-
tions of the sex act leave the reader unsure of Phillips stance
in the matter. He offers no opinion on the lightness or wrong-
ness of sexual initiation, but merely depicts its occurrence..
For better or worse, this remains one possible road towards
sexual maturity.
It has been characteristic of these poems that they
end without answers. Phillips is highly adept at presenting
sexuality and abuse, linking multiple metaphors, chaining his
inverted syntax, but he usually finishes in uncertainty. Ques-
tions are bountiful, resolution sparse. Partly, this has to do
with his poetic vision: "For better or for worse, I see every-
thing through the lens of loss" (Dykes 3). But perhaps a
more substantial answer comes from his desire to skew narra-
tive. Phillips had this to say Devotions just after its release,
"I am increasingly less interested in traditional narrative in
my poetry, and more in seeing how narrative can be con-
structed intuitively from remnant" (Rowell 213). Remnant
resists explicit, on-the-page completion, and its this sort of
poetry Phillips currently writes. Thus he's not concerned
with resolving issues of abuse and sexual growth, but more
in presenting them through varied voices.
Anne Carson, however, begins with remnant (ac-
tual fragments from Stesichoros' poetry) and then deliber-
ately moves towards completion through narrative. She fills
in the holes that the Greek texts left. This tactic stands in
opposition to Phillips who's more inclined to create holes.
Nevertheless, their subject matter overlaps. In
Autobiography of Red, Carson doesn't so much write single
poems as she writes book chapters, each one another step
towards a quasi-conclusion. Considering she began Red as
a full-fledged novel, we're that much more justified in reading
direction and conclusion in her verse. A year before Red's
publication she says, "Well, there's a novel I've written that
was all prose at first and very thick. Then I thought, 'What if
I break these lines up a bit? Maybe they'd move along more
smartly.' So now the novel's in verse" (D'Agata 22). The
creative process and product hardly resembles
From the Devotion, and it's precisely for those reasons that
Carson moves towards an end Phillips abandons. Sexual
growth and abuse, for example, a key factor in Geryon's de-
velopment, need some concluding gesture, even if it be fail-
ure, to resolve the narrative arc. Luckily Carson does not end
in pathos or even tragedy, but instead posits photography
as healing for the abused. Photography redeems pain while
simultaneously halting time. This comforts Geryon as it could
likewise comfort the children in Phillips' poems. Not only can
Geryon step back from the world when he lifts his camera, but
he can also keep time from progressing, and thus delay his
painful growing up. This twofold use of the camera neutral-
izes the troubles brought on by an abused and insecure
c h i l d h o o d
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However, how does Geryon become an abused chil-
dren? What creates the initial distress that will necessitate a
healing tool like photography? The Herkales myth provides
one answer. By appropriating Stesichoros' story (Geryon,
the tenth labor, et al), Carson links her contemporary
"Romance" to classical violence. The original text, some of
which Carson loosely translates in Red, provides just such
an image of wounding: "Arrow means kill It parted Geryon's
skull like a comb Made/ The boy neck lean At an odd slow
angle sideways as when a/ Poppy shames itself in a whip of
Nude breeze" (13). WhenHerakles meets Geryon, according
to Stesichoros, he simply splits Geryon's skull with an arrow.
When the same characters meet according to Carson, they
fall in love. This replacement of pain with affection is not
accidental, but a deliberate connection underlying the whole
book. Carson's initial choice to retell the tenth labor demon-
strates her early and acknowledged wish to mix wounding
with love. Furthermore, her description of Geryon's death, a
poppy shaming itself in a nude breeze, makes Stesichoros's
original image downright sexual. His lines read, "Geryon
bent his neck aslant/ even as a poppy whose delicate struc-
ture/ decay, and its petals soon fall" (fragment, pg. 89).
Carson's amendments are obvious. These general choices
concerning Red's content and translations cast a cloud of
sexual abuse over the book's particular events.
Nevertheless, it is those particulars, (i.e. actual pas-
sages from Red) which further establish Geryon as a victim of
abuse. The most memorable and disturbing example appears
in chapter II, "Each", when Geryon first discovers sexuality
in his bunk bed:
His brother was pulling on his stick as he did most
nights before sleep
why do you pull on your stick?
Geryon asked. None of your b usiness let's see yours,
said his brother. No.
Bet you don t have one. Geryon checked. Yes I do.
You're so ugly I bet it fell off. (27).
Some similarities exist between this passage and Phillips'
sexual initiation, but on the whole Carson portrays Geryon's
introduction to "stick pulling" hi a far harsher light. Certainly
there's complicity; Geryon does choose to commit (or sub-
mit) to these sex acts (see passage below). However, that's a
small consolation for their perversity. By throwing incest,
intimidation, and an exceedingly villainous brother into the
mix, Carson firmly establishes the wrongness of this behav-
ior. The moral questions brought out in "Arcadia" give way
to pure condemnation. She continues:
... And so they developed an economy of sex for
A c a t s - e y e s .
Pulling sticks makes my brother happy, thought
Geryon. Don't tell Mom,
said his brother.
Voyaging into the rotten ruby of the night be
came a contest of freedom
and bad 1 o g i c ( 2 8 ) .
And so the incest takes on a nightly routine and Geryon
retreats further, claiming the inside world as his own while
the outside remains painful. Repeat offences take their toll
despite the brother's efforts to appease. Before long, the red
monster begins "his autobiography. In this work Geryon
sets down all inside tiling/ particularly his own heroism/ and
early death much to the despair of the community. He coolly
omitted/ all outside things" (pg. 29). This therapeutic journal
slowly evolves from tomato sculptures to deterministic po-
ems to photographs
Of course Geryon's sexual growth and abuse con-
tinue after his brother, and Ms next partner becomes arguably
as problematic: the hyper-masculine and insensitive Herakles.
They "recognized each other like a pair of italics" (39) in
chapter VII and have discovered the bedroom by chapter
XVI. "Putyour mouth on it Geryon please./ Geryon did. It
tasted sweet enough. I am learning a lot in this year of my
life./ thought Geryon. It tasted very young./ Geryon felt clear
and powerful- not some wounded angel after all/ but a mag-
netic person" (54). This sexual milestone does parallel the
last section of "Arcadia" easily linking Phillips' conception
of sexual growth with Carson's. Again we have a younger
male initiated by a more experienced lover. The two consti-
tute a complicit though unequal pair. One can draw further
parallels when examining this chapter's title: "Grooming."
Carson uses a double entendre that's nearly identical to "The
Taming", though grooming literally refers to the nat-picking
(an act between Geryon and Herakles that, from outward ap-
pearances, resembles oral sex). Still Carson figuratively in-
fers the cultivation of a lover. Through these sex acts Herakles
prepares Geryon to be his concubine, dominating the boy as
if he were a domestic animal. It takes Geryon a chapter to
comprehend this arrangement: "Geryon did an early red-
winged LOVESLAVE on the garage of the priest's house/
next to the Catholic church" (55). Aprecursorto his photog-
raphy, this graffiti expresses his insecurity and sense of emo-
tional confinement. Each word evoke his brother's abuse,
the cage, lavaman, and Herakles domination. Again provid-
ing a multiply interpretive title Carson intends the "Walls" to
be both a canvas and barrier.
Having shown the abuse that besets Geryon, I'd
like now to examine the antidote Carson proposes for his
suffering: photography. Geryon's camera first appears in
chapter VIII, just after he's met Herakles, but photography's
not fully employed as a thematic device until "Red Patience"
and the chapters following Herakles' departure. Chapter
XXIH, "Water", demonstrates Geryon's initial desire to ease
his discomfort through pictures. Throughout the chapter
Geryon's lost in the sorrow of Herakles insensitivity and de-
parture. "Rain lashing the kitchen window/ sent another
phrase/ of Herakles chasing across his mind. A photograph
is just a bunch of light/hitting a plate. Geryon wipe his face/
with his wings and went out to the living room to look for the
camera" (71). Herakles' lingering comment reduces Geryon's
art to a mechanized process devoid of creativity or meta-
physical powers. Reacting to this memory and his overall
heartache, Geryon makes a picture that conveys the fatalism
and confinement plaguing his mind:
... The photograph is titled "If He Sleep He Shall Do
W e l l .
It shows a fly floating in a pail of water-
drowned with a strange agitation of light around
the wings. Geryon used
a fifteen minute exposure.
When he first opened the shutter the fly seemed
to be still alive. (71)
Geryon's photograph screams autobiography, not simply for
its place in the journal, but through the content of the image.
Carson doesn't veil this reading. Obviously, it's been raining
since the chapter began, and as the opening line suggests,
there's little escape from the water, "Water! Out from two
crouching masses of the world the world leapt" (70). Further-
more, the fly's confined, literally caged as the rain collects
and drowns him. The physical and emotional similarities
between Geryon and the quickly appear. The "agitation of
light around the wings" hints at Geryon's unique potential to
fly. However this attribute does not occur to Geryon, who is
merely aware of the fly's monster-like appearance and ines-
capable containment. Carson writes, "Weak as a fly Geryon
crouched against the sink/ with his fists in his mouth/ and his
wings trailing over the drainbaord" (71). Furthermore, the
knowledge Geryon carries of his own "early death much to
the despair of the community" has also been projected onto
the fly. We're quickly reminded of "Red Patience", not sim-
ply from the 15 minutes exposure, but from the way Geryon
captures and views the image. "What if you took a fifteen-
minute exposure of a man in a jail, let's say the lava/has just
reached his window?/ he asked / think you are confusing
subject and object, she said./ Very likely, said Geryon" (52).
In "If He Sleep He Shall Do Well" subject and object become
nearly indistinguishable, Geryon viewing the photograph
becomes intractably linked to the photograph image and the
photo itself.
Any line separating the viewer and the viewed dis-
appears completely in South America. Here Geryon takes Ms
own portrait:
.. .he set up the camera on the windowsill and acti-
vated the timer, then positioned
himself on the bed.
It is a black and white photograph showing a naked
young man in fetal position.
He has entitled it "No Tail!"
The fantastic fingerwork of his wings is outspread
on the bed like a black lace map of South America.
( 9 7 ) .
Once again we're given a beautiful and disturbing image,
wrought with intimacy and a comic lining not previously at
play in his w:ork. The implications of self-portraiture cannot
be overlooked. In photographing himself (or the fly for that
matter, which one could label a symbolic self-portrait) Geryon
temporarily moves his own fragile body from the pained, in-
explicable, and temporal world, to the tangible and timeless
print surface. Geryon's image(s) of self do not convey ego
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tism or vanity, characteristics associated with the poorest
self-portraiture, but instead an attempt at personal commun-
ion. Susan Sontag puts it best when she writes, "Photo-
graphs really are experience captured, and the camera is the
ideal arm of consciousness in its acquisitive mood" (3-4).
For Geryon to photograph himself and then view the product
of his labors, allows him to acquire knowledge of his exist-
ence and appearance. This may seem silly to the average,
self-assured, and confident individual, but for Geryon such
an act becomes monumental. Self-portraiture equals self-
learning, and that's arguably Geryon's motivation through-
out the novel. Sontag continues:
The ultimate wisdom of the photographic image is
to say: "There is the surface. Now think—or
rather feel, intuit— what is beyond it, what the real-
ity must be like if it looks this way." Photographs,
which cannot themselves explain anything, are inex-
haustible in\itations to deduction, sexually con-
notative language. He tells her, "Kneel down specu
lation, and fantasy. (23)
Not coincidentally, Geryon cannot explain or comprehend
the full weight of his own sexuality, wings, or aging. He's
often so starved for self-knowledge that he's left to intiu't or
feel his own place in the world. By photographing himself
and then viewing those images, he invites not others (i.e.
Herakles) but Geryon to deduce, speculate, and fantasize
about his existence. Each photograph creates another path-
way into his own psyche, one with all the possibilities Sontag
outlines above. Photography allows Geryon to achieve a
modicum of self-actualization.
But even beyond its therapeutic value, photogra-
phy offers Geryon a temporal anomaly, which further aids in
his healing.: the ability to halt time, as we've seen in both
"Red Patience" and his fly image. The question, "What is
time made of?" plagues Geryon throughout the novel, tying
into his fear of death as well as the difficulties brought on by
aging. He senses an impermanence in his existence, dating
back to his prophetic writing concerning Ms own death. TMs
anxiety relates directly to the passage of time:
What is time made of?
He could feel it massed around him, he could see its
big deadweight blocks
padded t i g h t t o g e t h e r
all the way from Bermuda to Buenos Aires—too
tight.His lungs contracted fear of time came at Mm.
Time was squeezing Geryon like the pleats of an
accordion. (80).
The pMlosophers offer one possible answer to Geryon, "Tune
is an abstraction—just a meaning/ that we impose on mo-
tion" (93) but that hardly satisfies the boy. He prefers Ms
own explanation and acts upon it in the last chapters of the
book: "Much truer/ is the time that strays into photographs
and stops" (93). It is here Geryon's photography flourishes.
Carson titles seven or her last eight chapters after
Geryon's photographs wMle she her character learns whole-
ness through film. As he shots pictures Geryon can feel
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attached to and yet paradoxically distanced from the world.
He explains tMs unusual participation with reality: "I am dis-
appearing he thought/ but the photographs were worth it./ A
volcano is not a mountain like others. Raising a camera to
one's face has effects/ no one can calculate in advance"
(135). Others have noted the pleasurable voyeurism that
accompanies photography, but few have linked it to partici-
pation as Sontag has: "Like sexual voyeurism, it is a way of at
least tacitly, often explicitly, encouraging whatever is going
on to keep on happening" (12). Through the camera Geryon
both encourages and participates in the events around Mm.
As opposed to simply being acted upon (both sexually and
in general), he has found a moderating existence in which he
too acts. He's found the place of the artist. With each shot
Geryon authors some part of Ms life, controlling where he
had otherwise felt controlled. His images connect the infinite
slope of time with all its consequences: aging, death, an exis-
tential dread that relinquishes control. Sontag again: "the
photographer stays beliind Ms or her camera, creating a tiny
element of another world: the image world that bids to outlast
us all" (11). Permanence from an impermanent world: mat's
the effect of Geryon's camera. Through a lens he can both
engage and contemplate. It's die sort of participatory bal-
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Pam in His Pocket: Congreve's "Rake" in Way of the World
Steve Hinkson '03
William Congreve must have been a fantastic card
player. The way he manipulates his audience with deception,
appearance, and lots of shuffling about is just as a good card
player of his time would have worked a mark - slowly, stealth-
ily, and always, always cheating. In her essay, Games People
Play in Congreve's Way of the World. Sue Kimball tells us:
[t]he years following the Restoration represented a
period when the passion for gambling reached its
greatest height, partially in reaction to the relaxation
of the severe regulations imposed on gaming by the
Commonwealth, and also as a result of the
years spent by Charles's courtiers in France, where
they had learned about'more games of hazard and
skill than they had before suspected to be in
existence;... on their return, daey made no scruple
of intro ducing them all to England'... Every gam-
ing book of the period features discussions of
methods of cheating, but the social stigma now at
tached to dishonest play was evidently lacking
then... in fact,... it was regarded almost in the light
of an embellishment to skillful play... (191-192).
In order to manipulate the audiences of The Way of the World
Congreve employs the character of Mirabell - the epitome of
KimbaTTs description of gaming and gamers. Mirabell is a
reformed rake (meaning he would have picked up gaming as
one of the king's courtiers in France), a master manipulator
(as we will examine in this essay), and a cheater. His cheating
is not overt, which is Congreve's intention, but as Kimball
points out, cheating was seen (short of being caught red-
handed) as the sign of a skilled player. Kimball observes that
"Mirabell seems at all times to be looking into the hands of
his opponents.. .and he certainly plays with marked and con-
cealed decks" (192). In the very first scene Mirabell is finish-
ing a game of cards with his friend Fainall: "Fainall. 'Have
we done?' / Mirabell. 'What you please. I'll play on to
entertain you'" (Li. 2-3). Richard Braverman presents an in-
teresting way to read this exchange of dialogue in his book,
Plots and Counterplots: "[t]hat Mirabell offers to play on for
Fainall's entertainment suggests that the larger game about
to be initiated has already been played out before the open-
ing scene. Fainall wins the card-game just concluded, but he
will be the loser in the far more important contest for two
fortunes" (214). Mirabell does just as Kimball asserts - he
looks into Fainall's hand and anticipates his scheme, he plays
with the "marked deck" of Waitwell and Sir Willful, and he
uses the "concealed deck" of Mrs. Fainall's deed of estate.
Mirabell the "reformed rake" uses all of these rakish methods
to cheat and beat an established rake, in Fainwell, out of all
he had hoped to gain. But why does Mirabell, who is the
agent of Congreve. go so far in appearing non-rakish to
achieve a goal that is completely rakish in motivation and
execution?
The answer to this question lies in the climate of the
times in which The Way of the World was written and per-
formed. The time for witty rakes and libertine heroes was on
the decline, mostly due to Jeremy Collier's scathing attack on
such comedy in his Short View. Congreve bore the brunt of
the attack in Collier's piece and was forced to change the way
he wrote comedies because of the shift in public opinion
against him. In his introduction to Way of the World (Anthol-
ogy edition), Richard Kroll asks, "How can Mirabell success-
fully court Millamant, a vastly rich heiress, yet secure her
entire fortune of 12,000 pounds, which depends on her mar-
rying with her aunt and guardian Lady Wishfort's consent?"
(760). I think the more interesting and historically significant
question (knowing what we do about the public climate sur-
rounding the play's release) is: How does Congreve con-
vince critics and audiences that the play they are seeing,
which has all the rakish undertones and elements of a tnie
Restoration comedy, is actually a groundbreaking premiere
of strong women, a sentimental hero, and the Collier-esque
defeat of the rake? It turns out to be an easy trick for Congreve
to take, using deception, misdirection, and manipulation - all
in the way of the world.
It is essential to our purpose in this essay to estab-
lish how Congreve uses his "sentimental hero." Mirabell
acts as Congreve's agent of deception in the play. He ma-
nipulates the other characters as though they were pieces on
a chessboard or cards in his hand. Congreve's ploy is to
present Mirabell to the audience as a sentimental hero who
wants nothing more than to defeat the rakish Fainall, save
the distressed Wishfort and Mrs. Fainall, and end up with the
girl (Millamant). Congreve wants the audience to forget that
Mirabell was a rake at all and see him as a true sentimental -
the antithesis of Fainall and those like him. This is exempli-
fied in the following scene in which Mirabell castigates Petu-
lant and Witwoud for being rakes: ̂ Petulant. Enough, I'm in
a humor to be severe. I Mirabell. Are you? Pray then walk by
yourselves. Let us not be accessory to your putting the
ladies out of countenance with your senseless ribaldry, which
you roar out aloud as often as they pass by you, and when
you have made a handsome woman blush, then you think
you have been severe" (1.533-539). Congreve makes sure
that the comic duo of Petulant and Witwoud are the basest of
the base in order to distance his hero from them. However, in
a close reading, we notice that Congreve does not really
distance Mirabell from Fainall. This is because Mirabell is
not a sentimental hero - he is a rake, just like Fainall, only
smarter, more manipulative, and more reserved. For example,
the "old rake" Mirabell did have a mistress, but Congreve
twists the story in such a way as to make the audience be-
lieve Mirabell did the right thing by marrying the feared-
pregnant Arabella Languish to an unsuspecting Fainall. In
his essay. Comedies of Appetite and Contract, David Tho-
mas takes Congreve's bait: "[Congreve] clearly sees Mirabell.
and wishes his audience to see Mirabell, as a deeply honest
man who entered into a frank and mature relationship with
Arabella Languish. Having explored both her character and
her body in depth, he found himself in the end unable to
respond with the same intensity of emotion to her as she
clearly felt for him" (92). Thomas offers nothing but critical
apologia and he must reach extremely far to even begin to
cover Mirabell's action. Nothing in the text gives us die
impression that Mirabell and Arabella's relationship is any-
thing other than a matter of convenience. What we can as-
sume from the text is that a rakish Mirabell got Arabella preg-
nant and was not moved to marry her. Instead, he employed
his slower-witted friend Fainall to hush-up the affair through
marriage and then co-opted a deed of estate for future use,
which we can safely assume was rakish and self-serving.
Yet, Congreve pulls it off - he tricks audiences and critics
into thinking Mirabell is a "deeply honest man," someone
with nothing but the best of intentions. But, I think we have
shown Mirabell and Congreve as sheep in wolves clothing -
one pretends a sentimental hero to get the girl/cash/reputa-
tion, and the other pretends a Whig to get Collier off Ms back
and paying customers into the theater.
Another way Congreve tries to manipulate his audi-
ence is by misdirection, or by calling attention to elements of
the play other than the delicately concealed rakish actions of
Mirabell. He achieves this, brilliantly, in one scene with
Millamant and Mirabell. Kroll tells us that "[s]ome critics
have pointed out that this scene - the most famous one in
Restoration comedy after the china scene.. .shows Congreve's
approval of the Glorious Revolution because Mirabell's and
Millamant's compact echoes the terms of Locke's second
Treatise of Government..." (760-761). The idea of Locke-ian
equality between Mirabell and Millamant is merely an illu-
sion created by Congreve to distract us from Mirabell's real
intentions. This assertion can be proved by comparing a
critical reading of the scene, provided by David Thomas,
with our own ideas, formed above, of Mirabell as rake.
Thomas tells us:
[the] contract scene in Act 4 is a masterpiece that
sets out the parameters for an ideal marriage in
Congreve's eyes, one in which the actuality of pers
onal commitment is perfectly balanced by the need
or personal space and personal freedom. Given the
dominant position that men enjoyed in what was
still a largely patriarchal society, it is not surprising
that Millamant's demands are the most advanced.
( 9 8 )
What Thomas ignores is certain language of the scene and
Mirabell's interest in marrying Millamant. While Thomas
(and Congreve) would have us believe that Mirabell's pur-
suit of Millamant has been virtuous and groundbreaking,
Mirabell himself compares the scene in act four to a hunter
pursuing a game bird: "Mirabell. Do you lock your self up
from me to make my search more curious? Or is this pretty
artifice contrived to signify that here the chase must end and
my pursuit be crowned, for you can fly no further" (792).
Here we see Mirabell's true colors - he is more intrigued with
the chase of Millamant than with Millamant herself. He wants
her because he does not possess her. After all, why does
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Mirabell not marry Arabella - someone who he seems to
have a connection with - yet jump right into matrimony with
Millamant - who can be seen only as a flighty coquette? The
answer is in possession. Mirabell, like any good rake, has
possessed the body of Arabella. And, like a rake, has moved-
on to debauch another woman (who just so happens to pos-
sess a lucrative fortune).
At the end of Thomas' passage he points out the
advanced nature of Millamant's demands. But, when we
actually analyze the text we see that after Millamant gets
through the common sense requests that Mirabell not kiss
her or call her funny names in public she makes demands that
she calls "[fjrifles" (IY213). As readers, should we not find it
strange that a list of groundbreaking and forward thinking
requests are "trifling" to the very character who is listing
them? Assuming tins point, how do we respond to someone
like Thomas who would assert that, "Millamant's aim in mak-
ing these demands is to safeguard her personal liberty within
a framework of marital, contractual commitment. She is no
longer being frivolous, nor is she attempting simply to score
off Mirabell" (99)? Thomas, and many others, fall into the
trap of wanting to believe that Millamant is her own woman
(no one can be that flighty) and Mirabell is actually reformed.
Congreve knows that the audience (especially at the time the
play was released) will appreciate and focus on this woman
seemingly exerting some control over her own destiny and
over that of the sentimental hero. However, as we have seen,
Mirabell is not reformed and these women are controlling
Mirabell only as much as he allows them. They are pawns
that either serve as obstacles or agents, depending on how
Mirabell needs to use them. What emerges from this compli-
cated maneuvering of characters and social norms is a situa-
tion that appeals to the audience - it is something they ad-
mire and swoon over while Congreve quickly slips Mirabell
the rake in through the back door. Congreve is merely "throw-
ing off suit," to use our card playing terminology, and by
doing so he draws the audience ever closer to where he can
take total advantage/control of them.
To add to our understanding of how
The Way of the World is not a progressive stroke for equality,
and to understand how deftly/masterfully Mirabell manipu-
lates the women of the play, we should examine another fe-
male character. Marwood is the strongest woman in
Way of the World. She is presented to us as a man-hater,
illustrated by a discussion with Mrs. Fainall: "Mrs. Fainall.
Is it possible? Dost thou hate those vipers, men? / Mrs.
Marwood. I have done hating 'em and am now come to de-
spise 'em; the next thing I have to do is eternally to forget
'em. I Mrs. Fainall. There spoke the spirit of an Amazon, a
Penthesilea" (1.46-51). Congreve would have us believe that
Marwood hates men above all else, yet is she not the mis-
tress of Fainall? Further, Marwood is somewhat in love with
Mirabell, as she exposes his early false plot to Wishfort out
of jealousy. How are we to take these facts into account and
then believe that Marvvood hates men? Mrs. Fainall's refer-
ence to Penthesilea is also interesting in its application to
Marwood. Penthesilea was an Amazon queen who came to
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help the Trojans fight the Greeks after Hector was killed.
Achilles, who did not realize he was
fighting a woman, killed her. but before she died they shared
a long, loving look. Marvvood (Penthesilea) comes to the
rescue of/fights for Fainall (Hector). Mirabell (Achilles) even-
tually thwarts (kills) Fainall and Marwood, but Marwood is
defeated still loving Mirabell. Thus, we see that Marwood,
just like Penthesilea, is in over her head - fighting a man's
battle, for a man, only to be defeated. In the play, Marwood
really just serves as an object of manipulation for Fainall,
who uses her to gain information about Mirabell's schemes.
But, because Mirabell is manipulating Fainall, he also has
de-facto control over Marwood. This justification is as com-
plicated as some of the plot points in the play, but Congreve
intended it that way in order to keep the audience from sus-
pecting Mirabel! as anything other than sentimental and just.
While Marwood is a much stronger, smarter, and more
grounded character than Millamant, she is also just as sus-
ceptible to the manipulation of a rake. Congreve baits the
audience into thinking that the "heroic" women in the play
are of a new era; in fact, they are nothing of the sort - merely
window dressing to the same libertarian/rakish plot that drove
most Restoration comedy.
In 1698 Jeremy Collier took a pot shot at contempo-
rary playwrights and the puritanical middle class of England
supported him. As public opinion shifted William Congreve
was faced with a decision. He could continue producing
Restoration era plays to the displeasure of the paying audi-
ence, or he could fall into line with Collier, who believed, "the
business of plays is to recommend virtue, and discounte-
nance vice; to show the uncertainty of human greatness, the
sudden turns of fate, and the unhappy conclusions of vio-
lence and injustice..." (Thomas 59). As we have seen,
Congreve made an interesting choice. He sat down at a card
table, with himself at one end and Jeremy Collier and the
puritanical middle class at the other, and he created a charac-
ter in Mirabell to deceive, manipulate, and misdirect the at-
tentions and emotions of them all. Just as Mirabell and Fainall
match each other move for move in the play, Congreve
matches Colliers tactics. Collier uses the element of surprise
and methods of cheating (by taking lines of plays out of
context). Congreve surprises everyone by seemingly pro-
ducing a sentimental play that falls in line with Collier's di-
dactic guidelines. But, as we have found Congreve actually
cheated them all. He slipped "Pam" from his pocket and
deceived audiences into applauding for a "reformed rake"
who is not reformed at all. As the applause rolled out,
Congreve the card shark must have smiled - he had won the
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge and the Question of Opium
Bobbv Mehl '03
It is well established that biography is a literary form
of creation - built, like the novel, by the storyteller and its
characters. The interpretation of another's existence is a
touchy and dangerous endeavor, yet at the same time can
account for a beautiful revelation of the human condition:
"This is the peculiar music of biography. Haunting and
uniquely life-like for a moment, but always incomplete and
unsatisfactory and sending out many echoes into the fu-
ture" (Holmes vol. 2, 561). The biographer's finished prod-
uct is as subject to scrutiny as is the individual they studied,
and this allows for an array of readings for any one life. The
validity of any character analysis, then, is left to the opinion
of the reader.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge is the subject of a great
many biographical pieces, a tribute, if nothing else, to
the magnetic nature of examining the life that he lived.
It is not necessarily the fascinating story of his life that
so intrigues these authors, but the daunting challenge
he offers as a subject for analysis. The questions he
creates, the mysticism he connotes, and the tragic na-
ture of his time on earth are the bait that have lured so
many willing contestants. His story continues to grow,
his legend metastasizing because "it is his life, and his
serf-abandonment of his poetic ambitions, that continue
to convince us that we ought to find in him parables of
the failure of genius" (Bloom 2). This concept is the
string that holds together the bundle of interpretative
opinions of Samuel Taylor Coleridge; the undeniable
feeling that, despite his accomplishments, he fell far short
of the level of historical literary greatness to which he
seemed destined. The extent to which this belief is held
has in itself created an unmistakable icon out of
Coleridge, a consummate could-have-been who offered
us a mere taste of the fantastic world inside his tortured
psyche.
The hinges of Coleridge biography rest within
the search for an explanation - the investigation into the
causes of his life's disintegration. The greatest realm of
debate on his life, however, is that of the role that opium
played in his endeavors. Coleridge's well-publicized
battles with opium addiction lasted nearly his entire
life, and he was never able to overcome this vice. The
problem for the biographer, then, lies in the determina-
tion of die extent to which opium dominated his career,
his relationships, and his health. Was the opium a mere
side effect of another flaw, a miisance that was another
in a long line of life's struggles that Coleridge could not
overcome? Or was it a crippling disability, the insur-
mountable obstacle that led to the demise of everything
that he cared about? To embark on an understanding of
Coleridge, there is no choice but to establish which of
these more closely represents reality. That opium use is
a prevailing theme is not the question, but rather if it
was the prevailing theme, the crux of a story of hope that
could never quite escape the grips of an ever-lurking
despair.
As the prime focus of my analysis, I will exam-
ine Richard Holmes' two-volume biography. To Holmes,
biography is "an art of human understanding, and a
celebration of human nature" (25). His observations on
Coleridge's ufe are, in my opinion, the most well rounded
and objective (of what I have read). Specifically, it seems
that Holmes directly quotes Coleridge's Notebooks and
Letters considerably more than other biographers, in ef-
fect giving his character a greater control over his own
voice. He draws his opinions, then, from interpreta-
tions of Coleridge's speech, daintily toeing the line of
psychological analysis and sheer reporting of fact, ei-
ther of which would fail on their own. By closely fol-
lowing the entire Ufe of Samuel, he gently coaxes themes
that attempt to characterize and categorize the madness
that was Coleridge's being. In so doing, he reveals the
tragic man as having a starkly split world - one of hope
and despair, creation and destruction, simultaneously
embracing and loathing his surrounding world.
Holmes' character becomes an intricate study of human
psychology, a genius with a tremendous fissure sepa-
rating his lifelong disappointments from the successes
of love, life, and literature that haunted him with their
painful proximity. This fissure, as portrayed by Holmes,
is Coleridge's insurmountable opium addiction.
Holmes' Coleridge is a captivating dichotomy,
a man who finds himself straddling the pressures of
two worlds, the cleavage of which is opium. While un-
der the influence of the drug, Coleridge's mind became a
delirious whirlwind, be it in the form of his constant,
vivid nightmares, or in his imagination run wild into
the haunting battlefield where hope struggles endlessly
against dejection and regret. His life, while without
opium, was a perpetual string of disappointments and
perceived failures, and he was unable to separate him-
self from the massive guilt of his secret addiction. The
sober Coleridge vowed to re-appropriate the reins of his
literary career, to establish the greatness he knew lay
within him, and to make right the relationship with his
family and friends - this, he knew, would save his health.
These thoughts, however, were self-deceptions predi-
cated on breaking his addiction, and this was a power
Coleridge ultimately knew he did not have. After suc-
cumbing to the next dose of his shameful vice, Coleridge
was once again left with the 'tatters' of his life, hopeless
and lonely, doomed to repeat the cycle. As Holmes sur-
mises, "His addiction can also be considered an
emotional state which throws light on his extraordi-
nary imaginative 'dependency' on certain close, human
relationships... Love and Opium are sometimes inter-
changeable substances in Coleridge's mind and body"
(vol. 2, 12). The opium use, then, is a reflection of
Coleridge's need to be loved, to be accepted and em-
braced. And, like the opium, the patterns of love in his
life would eventually become destructive in nature. Love
and opium would live symbiotically in Coleridge's
spirit, each trying to fill the void left by the other. Such
was the manner that opium use drained the life of
Samuel Taylor Coleridge: an endless rash of paradoxi-
cal effects that twisted him into desolation. In her ac-
count of Coleridge's life, Rosemary Ashton describes
".. .his bodily languor and low spirits and his anxiety
about his sinfulness, particularly as it related to opium,
'a poison destructive of life' which has 'become neces-
sary to life'" (376).
This is Coleridge's understanding of the seem-
ingly inescapable trap of his use - quitting was simply
physically impossible, but the necessity of its use cre-
ated the same result. She says, "Coleridge wrote as-
tutely of his terrible incapacity to do what he saw clearly
enough to be the right thing. He was referring to the
'complete derangement' of his volition caused by 'the
accursed poison'" (Ashton 157). More ironically, even
the complete awareness of his emotional distress and
its causes were of no use, because he was helplessly
wrapped into this pattern. He was completely reliant
on that which was destroying him, and for a man of
Coleridge's intellect, this proved too much. He found
himself trapped in this terrible paradox of needing to
torture himself. This mentality is beautifully captured
by Thomas DeQuincy in his
Confessions of an English Opium Eater: "A slave he was
to this potent drug... his detested and yet despotic mas-
ter. .. he frets his very heart-strings against the rivets of
his chain" (13). This potent metaphor portrays
Coleridge's ultimate dooming characteristic; his heart
needs the chain of bondage to play its tune. As Holmes
described, love and opium truly do become interchange-
able for Coleridge.
The weight of this lifestyle in turn caused
Coleridge to develop the need to shirk from reality. This
would become a driving force in his life, the temptation
to find a new home, to find any home, to find the answer
to his struggles; "such wild 'wanderings' were were to
become a physical resort, almost as powerful as the in-
ner one of opium" (Holmes 292). His repeated travels
were searches for freedom, for the chance to 'start over'
and accomplish what he knew he was capable of, but he
would never be able to shake his demons: "As the sum-
mer slipped away, without further journalism or poetry,
and ever-severer symptoms of opium addiction,
Coleridge's emigration schemes rose up again like fa-
miliar ghosts" (Holmes 352). It was his distancing from
his own life, the classic concept of his 'self-abandon-
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merit/ that directly caused each important facet of his
life to fall apart. In doing so, the primary emotion expe-
rienced by Coleridge, and the one that continued to drive
him further away from his friends and family, was guilt.
Holmes portrays a Coleridge for whom "Guilt for his
many failings - opium, Asra, his unhappy marriage, his
abandoned children- had put him in a condition of per-
petual flight from inner realities. He was destroying
himself, destroying his capacity for work, destroying
the love of all those around him" (vol. 2, 351). Guilt
represents another key cog in the ever-running machin-
ery of opium and despair. It is what drives him away,
and conversely it drives others away from him. The
destitution that makes him unable to bear his family
and friends leads him to alienate them even further. As
he remains wrought in the cycle of self-loathing and
self-pity, he loses regard for friendships and 'normal'
living altogether. The catalyst for this continually lost
touch with reality is, of course, the opium. In describing
the account of a dispute between Coleridge and female
friends of his, Holmes relates that".. .Coleridge was in a
fury of opium and making outrageous demands. Months
later, in one of an agonized series of confessions about
his opium addiction, he spoke of his 'excess of cruelty to
Mary and Charlotte.. .a vision of Hell to me when I think
of it!'" (vol. 2,350). His life became increasingly erratic,
and it seems that Coleridge was able to justify his irre-
sponsible behavior with himself on account of his ongo-
ing woe. His self-pity grew in proportion to his distor-
tion of reality, and he maintained a pattern of inactivity
with regard to his personal relations. Rather than seek
to resolve the problems of his life, he routinely sought to
relieve them instead. Coleridge was certainly guilty of
succumbing to despair in most cases, and this further
contributed to the breakdown of his life;" 'I have sunk
under such a strange cowardice of Pain, that I have not
unfrequently kept lettters from persons dear to me for
weeks together unopened'.. .this was perhaps the most
damaging of all the symptom's of Coleridge's opium
addiction, leading to endless business confusions, per-
sonal affronts and family chaos for over a decade"
(Holmes vol. 2, 98). His downtrodden outlook on his
life - both past and future - was causing him to disre-
spect, and basically ignore, many of his good friends
who intended to help him. Coleridge's refusal to ac-
tively maintain and communicate with his comrades,
wife, landlord, etc., was a result of the personal embar-
rassment that had become a staple of his mentality. He
vowed to pull himself out of opium's grasp, to produce
literary work, and to support his family; but these con-
victions, almost without fail, were revealed as fluttering
glimmers of hope, only to be drowned in his endless sea
of despondency (Kke so much else).
If there was one aspect of his life that repeatedly
surfaced as a potential spur for reform, it was his work.
He was constantly 'working' on a project, dreaming of
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one, or telling himself he was going to endeavor into
one. Yet Coleridge was notorious for leaving works
unfinished; it came to be yet another symbol of his Me,
an all too easy comparison to make, and one of which he
was painfully aware. His inability to complete a project
joined the list of nicely packaged symbols and icons of
Coleridge's being. The pain of his failures was frequently
compounded, it seems, by the truly poetic nature that
they embodied. That his life ultimately disintegrated
into almost cliched notions of unrealized, unfinished
potential was likely an agonizing experience for a man
with such astounding analytical skills. The knowledge
that he was much deeper intellectually than his life's
work showed added to his grief. At its root, the negative
force behind his inability to produce was opium: "It is
significant... that though he thought much about po-
etry, he did not actually write it. Opium was no fuel for
the constructive imagination, but a barrier against pain
andanxiety, and a febrile encouragement to his long
night-speculations and dreams of literary glory"
(Holmes 297). And so his work, his career, his liveli-
hood - his identity as a writer - were consistently com-
promised by his opium addiction.
So it is seen that the Holmesian Coleridge was a
withering soul, not in terms of his creative abilities or
analytical thinking skills, but in those of the state to
which he was reduced as a direct result of his opium
use. The twofold person that the malady created was a
futile pair, an interwoven set of twins, each of which
refused to lessen its control of the other. Coleridge the
eloquent speaker, the brilliant mind, and vault of cre-
ative energy, was forced to tend to the neurotic, fanatic,
guilt-ridden form of his laudanum-dropping counter-
part. The vault, seemingly limitless, seems to have gone
largely untapped. But it was not merely his work that
suffered; his wife, his children, and his ensemble of well-
wishing friends all were themselves affected by
Coleridge's inability to rise from the murky depths of
addiction. Perhaps opium itself was an untamable beast;
or maybe Coleridge, for whatever subconscious reasons,
refused to overcome his afflictions, finding it easier to
wallow in self-pity and public scorn than to swallow
his self-doubt and past failures. Whatever the case,
Holmes provides a wealth of evidence, much of it from
the words of Coleridge himself, to the end that the opium
factor was the single greatest debilitating element of his
lifetime, and served as the ultimate impediment to the
proverbial "what may have been.."
Holmes' Coleridge, though thoroughly devel-
oped and convincingly summated, represents but one
end of a spectrum; at the other, the issue of opium re-
ceives an alternate interpretation. Far from giving it
credit for the unrealized potential of Coleridge, this per-
ception of opium casts it in a much duller light. The
Coleridge of this mentality was, it seems, doomed from
the outset. For rather than see his talents fall dormant at
the hands of the monster of addiction, this outlook sees
the addiction as merely another proof of the poet's in-
nate neurosis, his natural inclination to falter beneath
the emotional pressures of his own tortured, brilliant
mind. This interpretation of Coleridge finds him less a
victim of chance and gloom, and more one of self-loath-
ing and mental frailty - not in the sense of weakness,
but of fragility. For no biographer questions the essen-
tial backbone of a Coleridgean thesis - artistic genius
obstructed by a gray cloud of personal conflicts - but
rather the manner, process, and causes for the unreal-
ized promise. The role of opium is widely debated - as
such, it acts as a prism for any line of Coleridge study.
This is to say that the question of opium produces a
spectrum of viable conclusions, and that no matter what
a biographer may portray, the role of opium is an el-
emental factor in the breakdown of Coleridge's life and
works.
Even those who view Coleridge's opium addic-
tion as a mere offshoot of his more severe problems must
still address and categorize its effect. To omit an analy-
sis, or at the very least an attentive description of the
problem, is to enact a substandard and incomplete un-
derstanding of Coleridge's Life. One biographer,
Elisabeth Schneider, represents a strongly conflicting
view from Holmes. Interestingly, this opinion is pre-
sented in her book, Coleridge, Opium, and Kubla Kahn.
Her assessment embraces the nature of opium itself as it
seeks to debunk the importance with which it is often
credited in Coleridge's life: "Accounts of nineteenth-
century literature have been sprinkled here and there
with a good many delusory statements about the influ-
ence of opium upon creative imagination and the life of
genius" (Schneider 27). Her contention is that the allure
of embracing the opium addiction leads to an embel-
lished account of its importance. Her Coleridge, as with
that of other biographers doubtful of its effect, is one
who is far-removed from his "publicly perceived" per-
sona. The incorrect belief, in their opinion, is that opium
at first cultivated and enhanced,but then destroyed his
artistic abilities. They attempt to display the follies of
such diinking, in part through examination of opium
itself, and in part through that of the pre-existing, self-
destructive nature of Coleridge.
According to Geoffrey Yarlott, "A good deal of
nonsense has been talked about Coleridge's addiction
to opium," and that it was "the direct result of the ner-
vous and emotional stress arising out ofhis unhappy do-
mestic situation" (218). Like Schneider, he contends
that there is far too great of a dependence by Coleridge
biographers to use opium as a catch-all cause of decline,
and that it was merely a failed cure for a laundry list of
more tangible emotional agents that led to his deteriora-
tion. To this extent, Schneider argues that those who
describe the drug as a catalyst for the decay of Coleridge
employ "quite a Gothic conception," and that because
of tliis "some of the writing about opium has been al-
most as imaginative as the effects attributed to it" (28).
Authors writing in this vein seem to almost "re-
sent" the use of opium as some sort of profound "ex-
cuse" for Coleridge. Enticed, they feel, by the mystic
history of opium, combined with its place in literary lore
(which is, in no small part, attributed to the success of
DeQuincey's Confessions), Coleridge biographers roman-
ticize its effects and the consequences of a lifetime ad-
diction. The true role of opium and addiction in his life,
then, is as another failed cure, a saddening state upon
which Coleridge falls in his relentless search for relief
from his other problems. This opinion arises from die
belief that opium's properties are "overrated," and that
an addiction to it will cause only so much, its end far
from the life-controlling demon depicted by their con-
temporaries. Schneider states that "opium more than
any other cause has been held responsible for the failure
of Coleridge both to fulfill all the promise of his genius
and to win his everyday living by steady labors; a ru-
ined life, however, we now know is not an inevitable
consequence of addiction to opiates. Medical writers
have shown that many addicted persons live entirely
normal lives for a normal life-span" (31). Claiming that
advances in science now prove that opium is tamer than
previously thought, she asserts that it was a desire to
classify Coleridge as the enchanting drug-addict that
has led to the exaggerated descriptions of opium's im-
portance. Rather than approach the subject through
Coleridge specifically, Schneider generalizes on the his-
torically mistaken identity of opium. It is this identity
that has brought so much claimed relevance to
Coleridge's opium use, and, consequently, to its role in
the disintegration of his life and career.
In assimilating the use of opium to the life of
Coleridge, these authors portray their character as in-
creasingly neurotic, this state arising principally as a
result of his stressful and disappointing life. His fail-
ures are the consequence of his tendency for self-degra-
dation and his propensity for experiencing overwhelm-
ing guilt. Opium's place, then, is as a failed cure for
these psychological maladies: "Because no physical
palliatives can heal a neurosis, opium merely touched
the symptoms of his trouble" (Yarlott 219).. Coleridge's
downfall, in effect, was caused by these emotional fac-
tors that existed and thrived in his psyche, regardless of
the presence of opium in his life. Interestingly, Yarlott,
like Holmes, employs the metaphor of the cycle of de-
spair, of Coleridge's unending guilt and inactivity that
perpetually fed off of each other: "It was a vicious circle:
guilt reducing incapacitating illnesses, which interfered
with his work and so produced further anxieties and
guilt" (219). However, it is on the impact of opium
within this circle where the authors differ. Rather than
die chain that held Coleridge to die cycle and dictated
its course, opium was merely an escape from it, and one
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tiiat ultimately "proved therefore just as ineffective an
anodyne for emotional stress as did his addiction to
metaphysics in 1801" (Yarlott 219). It was simply a
failed cure, anotiier in a line of detrimental circumstances
in his life - but hardly die constrictive and destructive
force, die backbreaking vice preventing any form of suc-
cess or happiness. In distancing opium from die "cen-
ter" of this "Coleridge guilt circle," Yarlott places him-
self at a certain end of die opium interpretation-spec-
trum, and die course of his text follows accordingly.
Schneider, too, uses die appealing metaphor of a "vi-
cious circle" (49) while addressing the cause of
Coleridge's opium-related nightmares. On die issue of
users and dieir dreams, she explains, "They suffer in-
creasingly from guilt and otiier emotional conflicts and
in consequence may be likely to dream more and more.
But die dreams would be neurotic dreams, not opium
ones, die opium being causative, if at all, only in quite
anodier sense than die traditional one" (50). This shows
the method by which Schneider removes opium from
her perception of die "guilt circle." Opium's only real
function was as a result of stress and guilt - an escape
into die dream-world - but the content of die dreams
was based purely on die distressed psyche of their cre-
ator: "Very likely, therefore, opium users as a whole
may be frequent dreamers because of their original in-
stability" (Schneider 49). Like Yarlott, she peels die im-
pact of opium away from the circle, and in effect farther
away from die heart of Coleridge analysis.
Within this determination - that of die inter-
play between opium and the reflexive quality of
Coleridge's despair - lay the biographer's ultimate as-
sessment of the Coleridge question. It is telling of die
nature of his biography dial there seems to be a repeated
exploitation of die concept of his downward emotional
spiral. The circle itself becomes a symbol of Coleridge
biography, being die consummate representation of his
career and Life failures (the unquestionable), while at
the same time forcing die author to address Coleridge's
opium addiction (the debatable), and to decide where in
relation to die circle it falls. The specific interpretation
made by each author - tiieir particular placement of
opium within die circle - is paramount in directing the
patii of die text and story. This decision is, perhaps
more than any otiier, die crucial factor in the process of
Coleridge biography.
hi die course of critiquing die different aspects
of interpreting Coleridge's life, I have myself become a
sort of de facto biographer. As such, I find myself in-
volved in my own analysis, and as a result in the
deconstruction of tiiose tiiat oppose my own. It seems to
me that Holmes' version of Samuel Taylor Coleridge is
more complete, and more understanding of the emotional
burdens tiiat plagued him. As such, I stand witii his
evaluation of opium as more than a failed cure, more
than a mere reflection or result of his psychological
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discord. While there were certainly factors that led to
his addiction, their causal and chronological precedence
do not translate into a greater importance in die cause of
his all-encompassing guilt and failures, hi exarnining
die progression (regression) of his life, niy personal con-
clusion is that his inability to escape from opium's hold
was the single most devastating issue that he dealt with,
and in its absence I feel tiiat he would have reached
greater achievement in both his literature and his rela-
tionships.
My critique of the alternate view uses
Schneider's text, because she engaged herself specifi-
cally with die question of opium, finding that it played a
diminished role in Coleridge's disappointments. I feel
tiiat tinis conclusion relies on a distancing from Coleridge
the person, and falls back on medical knowledge and
circumventive rhetoric. For example, her assessment and
explanations for the intriguing relationship of opium use and
dreams is wholly lacking. Her approach is to disprove the
fact that there is any significant correlation of the two what-
soever. In explanation of the claimed dream experience of
two patients administered opium, she says, "Conceivably,
these phenomena might have been caused by the narcotic;
but the physical condition of the patients is more than enough
to account for them on the basis of well know medical fact"
(48). Her theory is that anyone who uses opium experiences
what they do on account of their "original instability" (49).
She resorts to extreme characterizations, and casts an al-
most blind eye to a vast number of other possible sub-
jects. For a piece tiiat attempts to use medical fact, die
very few studies she describes are lacking of any real
scientific merit, In seeking to debase a long accepted
facet of using die drug, Schneider relies on weakly drawn
conclusions and universal assumptions: "The dream-
ers' readiness to assume opium as the cause... illustrates
die strength in die popular mind of die DeQuincey tra-
dition... But man is a highly suggestible animal" (48)..
Here she is already assuming die truth of her opinion,
and finding fault in years of experience based on the
unscientific proof of her ideas. In describing the opium-
dreams, DeQuincey says, "I seemed every night to de-
scend- not metaphorically, but literally to descend- into
chasms and sunless abysses, deptiis below deptiis, from
which it seemed hopeless that I could ever re-ascend.
Nor did I, by waking, feel tiiat I had re-ascended" (206).
Descriptions such as these, so similar in nature to
Coleridge's in his Notebooks, are much more than die
creative mind of a neurotic, as Schneider argues. Her
statements are uninformed for the degree to which they
declaim extensive accounts, and tiiis casts serious doubt
on the rest of her analyses of Coleridg.
Without doubt, I feel tiiat Holmes' two-volume
story holds die most merit: in his preface, he says, "I
have attempted to recapture his fascination as a man
and a writer and above all to make him live, move, talk,
and 'have his being'" (xv). In pursuing this approach,
Holmes has achieved what should be the goal of any
biographer: offering the life of die subject and opening
die door to his inner-world, while offering the reader die
opportunity to draw certain conclusions on their own.
He has truly offered his own attempt of "die art of hu-
man understanding."
As for my personal opinion concerning
Coleridge, die extent of my research and reading has led
me to concur with a tiiought put forth by Bloom: "he
seems to lend himself to myths of failure, which is as-
tonishing when the totality of his work is contemplated"
(2), All things considered, I feel that Coleridge is forever
unfairly viewed tiirough a jaded eye, one wondering
what could have been. As for me, I prefer to enjoy and
appreciate die tilings tiiat he actually did. For whatever
vices, ailments, or problems an artist has are ultimately
a part of who tiiey are. Their accomplishments and art,
I feel, should be accepted as products of the same facets
that facilitated any negative aspect of their life. In short,
Coleridge was who he was, and his effect on literary
history is undeniable; whether he is wortiiy of such ex-
tensive study is up to die individual. But to be certain,
Coleridge's life and times are quite proficient at evoking
die biographer in us all.
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Bartleby: Melville's Willful Renunciation?
Owen McGrann '03
Like so much of the work of Franz Kafka, Herman
Melville's "Bartleby" nearly defies coherent criticism. Work-
ing on a level that is both abstract and allegorical, Melville
forged "Bartleby" out of a tremendous number of ideas, leav-
ing the reader with a story that can be read in a great variety
of ways, many of these readings contradictory and disso-
nant. Laced throughout "Bartleby" are plotlines having to
do with Northern Slavery, supposed self-discovery (by the
lawyer - which is ridiculous), a parable of the absurd, a story
of unrelenting pessimism, an experiment in narration, and a
lesson in why timidity is poor business practice. Perhaps the
most ambiguous thread in "Bartleby" is the strange dialectic
occurring between determinism and free will. At best Melville
hints at the possibility of this philosophical reading; how-
ever, the text is loaded with commentary on the subject. One
could even claim that "Bartleby" is a parable of
Schopenhauerian asceticism and an anticipation of Sisyphus.
Camus' absurd hero. This paper will be an examination of this
tension between determinism and free will with the ultimate
purpose of attempting to locate a synthesis to this seemingly
uncompromising dialectic.
It is an understatement to say that Bartleby is a
rather eccentric character. From the first description we get of
him it is clear that he is an anomaly. "In answer to my adver-
tisement, a motionless young man one morning stood upon
my office threshold, the door being open, for it was summer.
I can see that figure now - pallidly neat, pitiably respectable,
incurably forlorn! It was Bartleby" (Melville 9). Talk about a
bizarre way to describe a person! The adjectives - neat, re-
spectable, and forlorn - are not out of the ordinary, but the
syntactically odd adverbs are quite strange for a first impres-
sion: pallidly, pitiably, incurably. Already we are given the
impression that Bartleby has some type of illness - some-
tiling that begs the question of how the narrator came to this
conclusion on first sight (and further begs the question of
the narrator's authenticity, which will be examined later).
Immediately Bartleby is distinguished from the other
employees by having his desk situated on the attorney's
side of the division in the office. His desk was placed there
"so as to have this quiet man within easy call, in case any
trifling thing was to be done" (9). Initially, Bartleby was an
exemplary employee who was "cheerfully industrious" (9).
Before long the lawyer gets the first indications that even if
there were "trifling things" to be done, Bartleby would not be
the one doing them. We are introduced to Bartleby's favorite
word: prefer. Asked to proofread some copying he had done,
Bartleby calmly replies that he "would prefer not to." The
choice of verb is deliberate (as soon becomes evident by the
repeated use) - prefer. Not once does Bartleby say he "will"
not; he completely avoids the use of the verb "to be." This
linguistic clue as to what's going on inside Bartleby is one of
the few clues we have into his actual mental state. In the
entirety of the story. Bartleby makes only one active action -
he shows up and applies for die open position. From this
point we find Bartleby quickly retreating from this position
into himself. Bartleby's only actions (after this first one) are
all reactions - he never once begins conversation, he never
once asserts his will. When he states he would "prefer" not
to do something he is not willing something to happen, but
the opposite: 'not willing something to happen. Even the
(somewhat blind) narrator sees tin's. "Poor fellow! thought I.
he means no mischief; it is plain he intends no insolence; his
aspect sufficiently evinces that his eccentricities are invol-
untary" (13, italics mine).
With every step away from expected, "normal" be-
havior Bartleby retreats into himself in a sort of ascetic flight
from the world. Each time he draws nearer himself he be-
comes more maddening for the lawyer and the other employ-
ees. We find concentric circles of walls: Wall Street the walls
that surround the building, the walls of the building (and the
windows), the division between the lawyer's side and the
employee's side of the office, and the barrier between
Bartleby's desk and the lawyer. Bartleby is simply erecting
even more walls - first between himself and the others, and
then between himself and the physical world, and then, fi-
nally, within himself. These increasingly tight barriers show
Bartleby whittling away at the temptations of life, ridding
himself of everything but his essential self.
In The World as Will and Representation. Arthur
Schopenhauer puts forth a conception of human metaphysi-
cal reality that is eerily similar to the journey that Bartleby
undertakes. Melville probably would have liked
Schopenhauer - they're both dark and pessimistic. In order
to understand how Schopenhauer reaches his endorsement
of asceticism I must first preface with a whirlwind overview
of his philosophy. For Schopenhauer, there is one thing-in-
itself (the inner content, the essence of the world): the will to
life. The will to life is in a state of freedom. Individual beings
that are alive are termed phenomena. "As the will is the thing-
in-itself, the inner content, the essence of the world, but life,
the visible world, the phenomenon, is only the mirror of the
will, this world will accompany the will as inseparably as a
body is accompanied by its shadow; and if will exists, then
life, the world, will exist" (Schopenhauer 275). The most im-
portant thing to understand at this point is that the will to life
necessitates and determines the actions of the phenomenon;
while the thing-in-itself, the will to life, is freedom, the actual
phenomenal world is determined. A wolf kills prey and eats
due to the will to life; a flower grows towards sunlight due to
the will to life, etc.
Man, like a wolf or a flower or bacteria, is a phenom-
enon. However, unlike these phenomena, man has the ability
to reflect upon himself and is in the unique position of recog-
nizing the thing-in-itself in himself.
Like every other part of nature, man is objectivity of
the will; therefore all that we have said holds good
of Mm also. Just as everything in nature has its
forces and qualities that definitely react to a definite
impression, and constitute its character, so man has
his character, from wlu'ch the motives call forth his
actions with necessity. In this way of acting his
empirical character reveals itself, but in this again is
revealed his intelligible character, i.e., the will in it
self, of which he is the determined phenomenon
( 2 8 7 )
Given this metaphysical structure it would seem logically
impossible for human beings to be awarded free will: all will is
determined by the will to life. There is one loop-hole, though:
since man is the only phenomenon that is aware of his condi-
tion, he is aware that he is determined. This being the case,
Schopenhauer argues, there is one path to free action avail-
able: the renunciation of the will to life. Schopenhauer quali-
fies this by stating that "Far from being the denial of die will
[to life], suicide is the phenomenon of the will's strong affir-
mation. For denial has its essential nature in the fact that the
pleasures of life, not its sorrows, are shunned. The smcide
wills life, and is dissatisfied merely with the conditions on
which it has come to him" (398). However, through a sort of
ascetic life one is able to act freely and deny the will to life.
Thus the freedom which in other respects, as be
longing to the thing-in-itself can never show itself
in the phenomenon, in such a case appears in this
phenomenon; and by abolishing the essential na-
ture at the root of the phenomenon, whilst the phe-
nomenon itself still continues to exist in time, it brings
about a contradiction of the phenomenon with it-
self. In just this way, it exhibits the phenomena of
holiness and self-denial (288).
One of the reasons, I suspect, that this philosophi-
cal dilemma is overlooked in "Bartleby" must be due to the
change in writing style and mood. Gone are the long, high-
flying philosophical diatribes at Moby-Dick and Melville's
earlier fiction. Instead, we find in "Bartleby" a very subtle
and exceptionally constructed example of a philosophical idea
being acted out rather than discussed. Bartleby is a fictional
exemplification of Schopenhauer's asceticism - compare the
discussion of Bartleby above to the thrust of Schopenhauer's
argument: Bartleby's ''preferring not" is a nearly perfect em-
bodiment of the asceticism that goes hand in hand with the
rejection of the will to life. On the other end of the dialectic
lies the lawyer who busies himself reading Joseph Priestly
and Jonathan Edwards on necessity and the will. The lawyer
declares: "At last I have seen it, I feel it; I penetrate to the
predestinated purpose of my life. I am content. Others may
have loftier parts to enact, but my mission in this world,
Bartleby, is to famish you with office room for such period as
you may see fit to remain" (Melville 26). Unknown to the
lawyer (and there is much told us of which the lawyer is
ignorant), he absolutely is determined according to
Schopenhauer's philosophy.
When the lawyer visits Bartleby in the Tombs
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Bartleby says something rather curious: "I know you" (31). A
few lines later, "I know where I am" (32). In fact, Bartleby is
the one person in the entire story qualified to say he knows
anything - he has become aware of his state and engaged in
the ascetic path to freedom; everybody else is to different
degrees (d)eluding themselves. Bartleby is able to look around
and see these phenomena surrounding him for what they are,
something they are not able to do themselves. The greatest
of these liars is the lawyer himself. At one point the lawyer
asks Bartleby why he refuses to write; Bartleby replies, "Do
you not see the reason for yourself' (21)? This is a very
ambiguous statement - it can be read two different ways.
Either Bartleby is asking whether the reason he has for his
own resignation from action is not readily apparent, or he is
asking whether the lawyer does not know his own excuse for
not working. This is the key passage in the story. Instead of
facing tin's challenge, the lawyer immediately finds an excuse
- Bartleby's eyes are clouded and he obviously must not be
able to see. Bartleby's honest asceticism is a challenge to the
deluded laziness of the lawyer and the lawyer does not know
how to respond except by this bizarre rationalization for
Bartleby's actions.
One must wonder whether the attorneys even has
the Schopenhauerian alternative available to him. Within
this philosophical system, the very fact that die lawyer is in a
position of power (which is exercised) thereby makes himself
powerless to bring about "a contradiction of the phenom-
enon with itself' and thus reach "holiness and self-denial"
(Schopenhauer 288). The refusal to will on Bartleby's behalf
enables him to ursurp the favored way of life of the lawyer: "I
am a man who, from his youth upwards, has been filled with
a profound conviction that die easiest way of life is the best"
(Melville, 3). So we find that the power of the lawyer, which
he feels is the way towards the "easiest way of life", actually
ends up enslaving him to the renunciation of Bartleby, who
refuses any and all means of power. Here Melville presents a
political critique embedded in this philosophical landscape -
the critique of power and of Northern capitalism. When
Bartleby rejects the role he is expected to play within the
boss/worker relationship he opens the possibility of renun-
ciation: because he refuses to be defined through a symbolic
economic construction (boss/worker) he is left naked and
free. "The concept of freedom is therefore really a negative
one, since its content is merely the denial of necessity"
(Schopenhauer 287). Bartleby prefers not to see himself as a
construct with expected (necessary) responsibilities and thus
gains the freedom necessary for Schopenhauer's ascetic ideal,
while the lawyer conciously mulls over the issue of free will
and determinism and willingly continues within the power
construct. One cannot be free if one is trying to be free: as
soon as one begins to justify actions or to reflect upon a
supposed freedom, they have entered into a normative sys-
tem of reason giving, effectively negating freedom and enter-
ing the subject into the realm of necessity (one ought...).
In an ironic twist that is not uncommon for Melville,
it is the lawyer himself with sight problems. The grubman at
the Tombs mistakes Bartleby for a forger. The lawyer
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replies, "No, I was never socially acquainted with any forg-
ers" (Melville 32). What the lawyer doesn't see is that he
himself is a forger and is surrounded all day by forgers. He
constructs the text in an attempt to gain sympathy from the
reader, to try to feel better about himself. The whole point of
trying to befriend Bartleby was to "lay up in [the lawyer's]
soul what will eventually prove a sweet morsel for [the
lawyer's] conscience" (13). The lawyer wants to be told how
great a person he is for acting so humanely with Bartleby, for
taking the time to sit down and write this account of his life.
Though he spends a large amount of time watching Bartleby
stare out the window at walls, he never actually sees or un-
derstands what Bartleby is doing. Bartleby, on the other hand,
understands the lawyer perfectly well. "He did not look at me
while I spoke, but kept his glance fixed upon my bust of
Cicero, which, as I then sat, was directly behind me, some six
inches above my head" (19). Bartleby looks at an inanimate
object, just as he would if he had lowered lu's eyes six inches;
in a strange way he is still looking at the lawyer - Cicero, the
rhetorician, both already dead.
And so we are left with two men who are at opposite
ends of the spectrum. Bartleby recognizes his own will to life
and his own lack of freedom and leads himself down the path
of asceticism towards freedom. The lawyer is completely un-
aware of anything other than surface reality, which, accord-
ing to both Bartleby and Schopenhauer, is rather useless.
But the problem is that neither of these men are actually
living. Melville (and Schopenhauer) sets up these two as the
thesis and antithesis - but there is no synthesis. In order to
gain freedom Bartleby needs to cease living; in order to think
he is living, the lawyer must give up freedom. Neither of
these options is adequate. One hundred years later this same
basic problem is revisited by the absurdists and existential-
ists - with one major change: the asserted metaphysical state
of humans is that of absolute freedom (which can be every
bit as oppressive as determinism).
As I mentioned at the outset, Bartleby anticipates a
move made by Camus with his idea of Sisyphus as the ab-
surd hero. Sisyphus, too, is an inadequate synthesis in this
dialectic, but he is closer than either Bartleby or the lawyer.
Living in a state of existential authenticity and having
achieved freedom. Sisyphus is a definite step forward. We
must admire Bartleby for the courage to attempt what he
does, but surely this slow withering into nothingness is not
and cannot be the solution to this free will/determinism dia-
lectic? Sisyphus seems even more radical than Bartleby:
Sisyphus, fully aware of his freedom, chooses to take the
rock, to take responsibility. His rock - lu's burden (his life) -
awaits him. Bartleby, presumably, would simply "prefer not"
to face this rock. All, but the rock remains! Sisyphus asserts
a certain dignity absent in Bartleby. "At each of those mo-
ments when he leaves the heights and gradually sinks to-
wards the lairs of the gods, he superior to his fate. He is
stronger than his rock" (Camus 121). At the very least
Sisyphus recognizes the rock - his world, his fellow men - and
has the courage to take responsibility for it, not slipping into
the ascetic solipsism of Bartleby and Schopenhauer.
However, despite what Camus has asserted, I have
a difficult time imagining a truly happy Sisyphus, endlessly
trudging up that damn mountain with his rock, only to come
back down and begin again...endlessly (this "endlessly" is
important: think just for a second what that word could pos-
sibly mean for him!). And so we are still on a quest to find our
hero, our superman. Or perhaps Schopenhauer is right: "con-
stant suffering is essential to all life" (Schopenhauer 283).
Maybe Sisyphus need not be happy.
Ah, Bartleby! Ah, Sisyphus! All, humanity!
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